Driver Diagram*
Aim Statement
Measurable

Reduce by 3000 the
number of rising
freshmen that require
developmental math in
college
[Mid-Valley Mid-Coast
Partnership]**

Primary Driver
(What)

School
Factors

Student:
personality,
environment

Aim Statement
Aspirational
(Why)

College
Factors

Completing math requirements is the
single biggest obstacle that limits
student career options and/or
completing a post-secondary degree or
credential
Improving students attitudes and toward
and performance in math will support
student attitudes toward education and
improve aspiring to a satisfying, familywage career.

Secondary
Driver
(Where)
3 yr. requirement - no math sr. year
Algebra I - sets up problems with math and
transitions
Instruction - lacks meaning
Curriculum - not aligned with good instruction
School Attitude - math hard, exclusive
Assessments - not aligned with good instruction
and/or curriculum
Poor alignment between MS and HS - transitions
difficult
Counselors, Admin., Registrar - narrowly
focused, purvey, unaware of school factors

External Locus of Control - not my fault
Peer Groups / Parents - "Always hated math"
Outside of School - little awareness of value of
math
Post-high school plans - not thinking ahead, no
view of future
Student Experience: coordinating a lot of
information and people is confusing and stressful
Placement Tests - Conditions & Process: Timing,
Method, Choice of Test can cause unintended
difficulties
Alternatives to Placement test - scheduled for test
whether they need it or not
When Placement Tests matter:
Poor alignment between HS & College transitions difficult
Communication - hard to understand, misleading,
poorly timed
Benchmarks for math readiness:
Counselors, Admin., Registrar - narrowly focused,
purvey, unaware of school factors

Community
Ads & media - joke about hating math, bad at math
Public Library - does not promote math
Community disconnected from school - value of
math not promoted

Change Ideas (HOW)
[testable, sustainable, rapid]

High School senior math requirement/
refresher

Develop wait-time skills to increase student
math discourse

Extend current 4-year high school plan to 6
years - Involving family &parents

Mandatory pre-test preparation

Community Leaders support math
awareness

Public Library, Schools, Businesses host
career planning that highlights value of
math

* Bryk, A. S., Gomez, L. M. Grunow, A., & LeMahieu, P. G. (2015). Learning to improve: How America's schools can get better at getting better. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press.
** Partners for Student Success: Oregon State University, Linn-Benton CC, Oregon Coast CC, Albany Schools, Corvallis Schools, Lebanon School, Philomath Schools

